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Abstract— This paper proposes and describes a novel technique
for organic shapes classification by similarity to basic geometric
shapes. The amber data used in experiments are collected by
amber art craft industry experts and the presented investigations
were care out in order to develop a classifier for online amber
sorting application. The centroid distance function was selected
for shape representation as it preserves the order of landmark
points. The k-medoids and k-means clustering algorithms were
compared by generating clusters of similar shapes for labeling to
one of geometric shapes: circle, ellipse, oval, triangle, rectangle,
rhombus, trapezium, and trapezoid. Clusters labeled by an
expert to same categories were merged. Using labeled samples the
decision tree classifier was trained. The training of classifier was
made by acquiring all possible orientations of centroid distance
function for each image in training set and then feeding them to
decision tree. In the classification step all the shifted and flipped
centroid distance function variations of the testing sample are
voting for the class using the decision tree. Experimental results
have shown that the proposed technique is effective in organic
shapes classification to selected geometric shapes even if there is
high ambiguity between organic shapes.
Keywords-Expert systems,
matching, pattern clustering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Baltic amber gemstones are still mined in present time and
used as decorative component for jeweler, souvenirs, or art
paintings. The smallest pieces of amber, combining their color
tones, transparency, variegation, shape and other interface
features is mostly used by art crafters. At this time sorting of
amber pieces according to the similarity to geometric shapes is
complicated and time consuming process, manly performed by
“the eye of human being”. The presorted gemstones may be
further used for automated craft making. The best solution for
amber classification by similarity to geometric shapes is the
implementation of fully automated industrial sorting line based
on machine vision.
Many researchers have been published promising results on
shape classification: a shape descriptor based on inner-distance
is robust to articulation and capture part structure [1]; the
authors in [2] used correspondence-based technique on the
MPEG7 CE-Shape-1 database for efficient shape classification
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and retrieval, outperforming the popular contour Fourier
method [3]; a framework [4] was developed to recognize
objects in images based on their silhouettes; a contour-based
shape descriptor presented in [5] avoids the time-consuming
pairwise matching encountered in most of the previously used
shape recognition algorithms; an image retrieval method
proposed in [6] has better performance than the classical
methods based on interest points; an interesting image analysis
technique [7] that allows a rapid classification of the types of
vehicles observed from the side view is the shape analysis.
However although many methods for shape representation
have been proposed [8], little work has been reported on
classification to geometric shapes and how closely these
measures match human perceptions of geometric similarity [9].
Although there are attempts to classify shapes to geometric
shapes [10]-[11]-[12]-[13]-[14]-[15], but most of those
methods have limits in sense of choosing to which geometric
shapes to classify, sensitivity to minor dissimilarities, and timeconsuming pairwise matching.
Our proposed approach overcomes mentioned limits and is
able to classify objects to selected geometric shapes even if
most shapes are irregular and very similar to each other.
Although an expert knowledge should be involved. The
method is invariant to translation, rotation, scaling, and
reflection.
The paper contains four main sections. In the second
Section, theoretical background is overviewed. The third
Section gives more information about used data and the
experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section
IV.
II. METHODS
The approach suggested involves image normalization,
clustering, and classification techniques. The system
automatically processes images and prepares clusters for
labeling. Instead of labeling individual samples, clusters are
labeled by an expert as similar to geometric shape like triangle
or rectangle. The new samples are classified using clusters
labeled by an expert.
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A. Image preprocessing
The process of image normalization is shown in Fig. 1.
First step consist of image conversion from RGB color space to
binary image (Fig. 1. b). The threshold for conversion is
selected using Otsu's method [16].

medoids accepts a dissimilarity matrix as input while the kmeans accepts a matrix of features.
The dissimilarity matrix for k-medoids was computed by
measuring similarity between CDF functions. Each CDF value
is divided by the sum of all distances in the CDF function:
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Figure 1. Two examples of image normalization: (a) camera view; (b) binary
image; (c) holes filled and shadows dilated; (d) aligned to abscissa axis; (e)
centroid is below x axis; (f) width resized and height padded with zeros.

Holes are filled and shadows around the object are removed
with morphological dilation operation (Fig. 1. c). If the shape is
cut by camera view limits, such shape is removed from
database. The scale is normalized by aligning image by its
longest part to abscissa axis (Fig. 1. d). If centroid of image is
above the axis, then the image is rotated by 180 degrees (Fig. 1.
e). In final step, width of the image is resized to 256 pixels
keeping aspect ratio to height and the height padded to 256
pixels with zeros (Fig. 1. f). The preprocessed image is
preceded for shape analysis.
B. Shape Signature
As a shape signature a centroid distance function (CDF)
was selected. It is one-dimensional r n  function expressed by
the distance of the landmark points from the centroid g x , g y 
of a shape [8]:
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where the coordinates of landmark points are calculated
implementing the Moore-Neighbor tracing algorithm modified
by Jacob's stopping criteria [17] - Pn  xn, yn ,
n  1, N , N - the number of landmark points. The number
of boundary points given by Moore-Neighbor tracing algorithm
for every shape is different and should be normalized to
selected constant - N . This can be applied simply by
uniformly selecting desired number of points by averaging
points in between or adapting more sophisticated
approximation technique. As a result, the number of landmarks
for every shape is the same - N .
C. Clustering
Two clustering methods were compared. k-medoids [21]
algorithm is partitional (breaks the dataset up into groups) and
attempts to minimize the distance between points labeled to be
in a cluster and a point designated as the center of that cluster.
k-medoids uses most centrally located objects (medoids) in a
cluster instead of taking the mean value of the objects in the
cluster as k-means [21] algorithm do. This means that the k-
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Shape representation rn  is invariant to translation due to
the subtraction of centroid from landmark coordinates. In order
to compensate for orientation changes, shift matching is needed
to find the best matching between two shapes:
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where m - similarity value between two shapes (higher
values means higher similarity), S - denotes the number of
different starting points for alignment uniformly chosen from
landmark points.
Matching will be invariant to reflection if the CDF vector is
flipped - r2n  r2 N  n  1 and then flipped version of
CDF r2n  is matched to r1n  . The maximal similarity value
of matching r1n  with r2 n  and r1n  with r2n  will be the
final value representing similarity between two shapes. It is
invariant to translation, rotation, scaling, and reflection (Fig. 2).
By doing pairwise matching the dissimilarity matrix for kmedoids was acquired.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. Example of CDF extraction and matching: (a) normalized images;
(b) CDF representations of images; (c) matching by minimal distance; the
CDF of image below was flipped and shifted by 5 points to the left to get best
matching position.

The features matrix for k-means was computed in two
steps. In first step, S number of CDF functions from each
sample was extracted with different starting point and the same
number of flipped variations, so 2S CDF functions per sample
in total. All extracted CDF functions from training set were
clustered by k-means in predefined set of C clusters. As a
result, each variation of CDF function in training set was
assigned to one of C clusters by k-means. In second step, the
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C length feature vector for each sample in training set was
computed by summarizing all its 2S CDF functions. The
feature matrix was made from all samples and further used by
k-means. Final clusters were formed by k-means using this
features matrix.

For clustering validation we used two clustering validity
indices, and they both accept similarity matrix as input. Those
validity indices are more a guide for an expert to pick optimal
number of clusters than a method to do it automatically.
Dunn’s Validity Index [19] attempts to identify those cluster
sets that are compact and well separated. Large values of the
index indicate the presence of compact and well-separated
clusters. The silhouette value [20] for each point is a measure
of how similar that point is to points in its own cluster
compared to points in other clusters. This technique computes
the silhouette width for each data point, average silhouette
width for each cluster and overall average silhouette width for
the total data set.
D. Classification
For classification a decision tree (DT) [22] was created.
The DT is trained using a features matrix where rows are the
feature vectors. One observation has 2S feature vectors
because of CDF function variations. The constructed DT model
is able to evaluate one CDF predicting its membership class.
In testing phase the classification itself for one sample is
done by evaluating all 2S CDF function variations using DT
and then all 2S variations votes by majority rule. The winner
class is assigned to the sample.

a)

b)

Figure 3. (a) the experimental setup; (b) 28 normalized samples from
database.

B. Shapes Matching by Similarity
Many histogram-based shape matching methods, which
compare composition of features, are not suitable for amber
gemstones database. In this case a similarity measurement with
ability to evaluate the sequence of spatial information like
landmark points is needed. For this reason the CDF function
was selected. It holds all distances from centroid to points of
landmark in a sequential order. The two images matching may
be done by shifting CDF and calculating the absolute
difference between CDF of two shapes (Fig. 4). This approach
is invariant to rotation and some results are shown in Fig. 4.
Twelve most similar samples were retrieved from amber
gemstones database for each of four query images.

For the method validation the public databases with known
labels are used. The validation is done by using 10-fold cross
validation [18]. One tenth of data is used for validation and the
remaining samples as the training data.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Experimental Setup, Data, and Normalization
The main components of the system are presented in Fig. 3.
Amber samples are dropped on the white conveyer bell from
vibro feeder, the laser fork detects amber samples passing it,
and then image is acquired by digital camera [23].
The setup was designed to minimize software related image
normalization: the parameters like brightness, exposure, shutter
time for each acquired image are fixed; the fast shuttering of
camera helps in capturing “freezing” image of ambers moving
on the conveyer; proper illumination is ensured by ring LED
light lamps which is a scattered light source. The formed
database consists of 6068 unique amber gemstone samples
(Fig. 3. b).
Size of normalized image, the number of landmark points,
and starting points requires additional investigations for each
database individually. But for amber shapes database we used
256 pixels size of image, 64 landmark points - N , and 64
starting points - S .

Figure 4. 12 nearest neighbors for four samples.

Although using 1-nearest-neighbor accuracy is high, CDF
comparison has two main flows. Very similar CDF vectors still
may represent different shapes. For example in MPEG7 CEShape-1 database some “sea snake” and “stef” shapes have
similar CDF. Another problem with CDF arises using shift
matching. There is no guarantee that the both CDF vectors will
be shifted and oriented correctly. In such case of miss
orientation the matching is inappropriate. And lastly pairwise
matching is very time consuming process. That’s why we have
propose a DT model based technique.
Also, the proposed approach was tested on well know
public databases like MPEG7 CE-Shape-1 [24], ETH-80 [25],
and Swedish leafs [26] (Fig. 5).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. Typical shapes images, one image from each class: (a) MPEG7
CE-Shape-1; (b) Swedish leafs; (c) ETH-80.
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Whereas images in those databases are labeled, the
accuracy of classification was evaluated using 10-fold cross
validation (Table I). Results are very promising comparing to
results acquired by other researchers [1]-[2]-[4]-[5], because
the proposed method is based on model which is better than
pairwise matching methods in terms of speed performance for
online sorting application.
TABLE I.
OUR MODEL BASED APPROACH COMPARISON VERSUS KNN
BASED APPROACHES BY ACCURACY PERFORMANCE. THE HIGHEST RESULT IS
FROM TWO COMMON PAPERS WITH SHAPE DESCRIPTORS USING LOOCV.
Database

Our approach
(DT model)

Highest result
(pairwise matching)

MPEG7 CE-Shape-1

93.57 %

96.29 % [2]

Swedish leafs

93.81 %

95.33 % [1]

ETH-80

80.73 %

88.11 % [1]

C. Clustering by Shape Similarity
One third of amber gemstone images were selected for
clustering and labeling. The other two thirds used to evaluate
the classification.
The one third of amber gemstone images was selected and
each pair was compared by absolute distance of CDF. This way
the similarity matrix was created and used for clustering with
k-medoids. It accepts similarity matrix as input and gives
specified number of clusters. Also we have tried k-means
clustering and the results are slightly better than using kmedoids clustering. The validity indices of generated clusters
are presented in Fig. 6.
The generated clusters have good balance by amount of
shapes in each cluster (Table. II). We tried to find optimal
number of clusters, but it’s not trivial. For example, we
calculated Silhouette and Dunn’s clustering validity indices
(Fig. 6). The chart suggests picking as many clusters as
possible or only few. But looking at individual images in
clusters by “the eye of human being”, it is obvious that optimal
number of clusters is in range of 100-200, because individuals
in clusters are very similar and still it is very easy for expert to
label much smaller amount of clusters instead of all 2023
images one by one.

Figure 6. Clustering validity indices for amber gemstones database.

D. Classification by Similarity to Geometric Shapes
Training data were prepared by labeling each cluster to one
of category from predefined set: circle, ellipse, oval (ellipse
with only one symmetrical axis), triangle, rectangle, rhombus,
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trapezium, and trapezoid. Some of clusters were not trivial to
label as they were similar to more than one geometric shape.
The testing is done on amber gemstone testing set images.
Those images were not used for clustering. The results (Fig. 7)
shows, that the proposed method is able to sort out amber by its
similarity to selected geometric shapes using DT. Considering
the high ambiguity between shapes, the method gives
promising results.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Figure 7. Randomly selected samples from classification results, 10 per
category: (a) circles; (b) ellipses; (c) ovals; (d) triangles; (e) rectangles; (f)
rhombus; (g) trapezium; (h) trapezoid.

The result classes are fairly balanced; all of them have
members (Table II).
TABLE II.

NUMBER OF AMBER GEMSTONES BY SHAPE CATEGORY.

Circles

Ellipses

Ovals

Triangles

236

829

1110

618

Rectangles

Rhombus

Trapeziums

Trapezoids

197

83

526

446

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an approach for organic shapes classification
by similarity to geometric shapes is proposed. The presented
system is able to classify amber gemstone shapes to categories
of geometric shapes defined by an expert even if organic
shapes are very ambiguity for human perception.
Results have shown that by using CDF for query shape it is
possible to find most similar shapes to the query shape.
Although there is no guarantee that CDF vectors for matching
will be shifted and oriented correctly. Also, very similar CDF
vectors may represent different shapes, but this issue is more
related to shapes with huge spatial variations like the ones exist
in MPEG7 CE-Shape-1 database.
The proposed technique consists of two steps. In first step
training data clustered and each cluster is labeled by an expert
to one of category: circle, ellipse, oval (ellipse with only one
symmetrical axis), triangle, rectangle, rhombus, trapezium, and
trapezoid. In second step DT model is constructed using
labeled training data. The DT model performance shows
promising results.
The proposed technique was tested with three public
databases. Since all databases are labeled the DT model can be
created without clustering by dividing data to training and
testing sets. DT model classification results using public
databases with 10-fold cross validation are very close to
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perhaps best known results (Table I) validated by leave one
cross validation: for MPEG7 CE-Shape-1 - 93.57 % comparing
to 96.29 %, for Swedish leafs - 93.81 % comparing to 95.33 %,
and for ETH-80 – 80.73 % comparing to 88.11 %. But the
proposed method is model based consumes much less time in
preparing it and evaluating on testing data comparing to
pairwise matching.
The main disadvantage of current database is that it is not
labeled and there is no way to measure how well classification
matches human perception of geometry forms. So, in future the
database should be labeled and other shapes descriptors
investigated.
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